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Understanding TrueUp on NEM 2 
 
This paper a5empts to provide a detailed understanding of how the end of year TrueUp 
calcula>on works for those on the NEM 2 (post 2016 to April 2023) set of rules.  It does not 
address the earlier NEM 1 nor does it address NEM 3 (post April 2023). 
 
The author is a Solar Rights Alliance volunteer. The content herein is solely his and does not 
necessarily represent the opinion of Solar Rights Alliance. 
 

NEM 2 Charges 
While everyone thinks of NEM as selling power at retail rates, The CPUC added two fees as a 
part of NEM 2.0 in 2016.   

• Minimum Distribu,on Charge (MDC) – Don’t confuse this charge with the U>lity Tax 
currently being proposed.  As a part of NEM 2.0 everyone is now charged about 32¢ 
cents a day.  You pay this each month regardless of NEM sales or power purchases. 
The big difference between the proposed U>lity Tax and MDC is that MDC is 
poten&ally a credit on your final bill.  The details vary as discussed below 

• Non-By Passible Charges (NBC) – PGE quotes your rate in two ways.  A Bundled rate 
which is a single number for a given >me/date and an unbundled rate which breaks 
the bundled rate into its components.  NBC says that a number of items in the 
unbundled rate cannot be reimbursed by NEM sales.  These purchases have to be 
paid for in the final TrueUp. Again, how this applies to your bill varies, but the 
bo5om line is you will always pay this charge regardless of how much power you sell. 

 
Your total bill for the year is at least the larger of your NBC and MDC.  What you pay at TrueUp 
depends on how much power you have bought (which affects NBC), how much you have sold, 
and how the balance compares to MDC.   
 
Bills are quoted differently depending on whether you are a solar only customer or if you are 
solar + ba5ery.  The following uses two actual sets of bills to show the parts of the final TrueUp 
calcula>on. 
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Solar Only Bill 
 
Let’s discuss the solar only first since that is fairly straigh]orward. 
 
Monthly Bill with only solar Panels 
 
Each month your bill will contain a page such as this 
 

 
 
The top sec>on provides a running total of your energy usage per (Time of Day) TOD period.  If 
you have nega>ves then it means you are genera>ng an NEM credit (maybe). 
 
The sec>on labeled “Electric Charges” lists the Minimum Delivery Charge.  In every month 
except the TrueUp month this is copied onto the front of your bill as the electrical por>on of the 
bill.   
 
The sec>on labeled “Explana>on of Calcula>ons” gives you the running total of your TrueUp 
es>mate 
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Amount “A” is nega>ve.  This means this customer sold more power than he purchased. Since 
this bill was in the middle of the year this is just a running total which can be used to offset 
purchase during other months.   
 
“B” lists the Non ByPassable Charges discussed above. Simple message “buy power – rack up 
NBC”.  As stated above you always have to pay for NBC and an excess of solar will not 
compensate for this. 
 
Minimum Distribu>on Charge “C” counts against NBC purchases.  As you can see the money you 
pay monthly for MDC is a credit against the other charges in the right column.  In this example it 
almost compensates for the NBC you owe from your purchases. 
 
Basically, rinse and repeat each month un>l TrueUp.   
 
TrueUp Bill 
 
At the end of your TrueUp year the amount calculated will be the amount you are billed. You 
may receive some reimbursement for excess sales, but this customer did not have those.   
 
 

How Ba=ery TrueUp is handled 
 
If you have a ba5ery also then your bill looks totally different.  You will actually get two no>ces 
each month.  The first your old electric plus gas bill that you have always go5en. The electric 
por>on will be different than what a solar only customer receives. This is described below.   
 
The second is a thick rab of paper labelled  

 
 
If you chose to go paperless then gecng these two documents from the website involves some 
effort. Your bill is listed on the leb side of the PGE webpage. Each month you will be charged the 
Minimum Distribu>on Charge (with no explana>on). You will pay this each month along with 
your gas bill. 
 
If you request paperless statements the NEM Paired Storage Statement is buried under the 
account link (shown here in red).  This can appear as long as a week aber the bill. 
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Click the account number (shown in red 
here). This will display a popup.  Select 
“My Accounts and Services”. This will 
bring up a list of your accounts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Click your electric account number which will bring up this.  This customer named the electric 
account “Electric Aber Ba5ery” so your list might look different.  Select the electric account. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The download list will ini>ally be blank.  Select 
the month of NEM details you want to see 
which will download the report. 

 
NEM Paired Storage Statement 
 
What you will discover is that with the ba5ery you are no longer charged for bundled service. 
Each of the various charges described in the tariff are separately billed.  The whole thing is 
vastly confusing, but here is a road map. 
 
The first page gives a good summary of what happened that month 
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The $11.88 is carried over to the bill you pay. Of this $11.29 is your Minimum Distribu>on 
Charge for the month.  I was not able to find a running total of the MDC. 
 
 
 
The rest summarizes your NEM ac>vity.  The important numbers are 
 

• Current Monthly Charge – what happened this month with NEM sales vs purchases 
• Cumula>ve Energy Charge – your running TrueUp total 
• Cumula>ve NBC – how much NBC you have racked up 

 
If you are interested in your monthly kWh usage/credits these are in a table later in the report. 
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What is not included in the report, which is included if you have solar only, is a running es>mate 
of your TrueUp status equivalent to the “Explana>on of Calcula>ons” in the solar only bill. It is 
leb to the homeowner to make this calcula>on on their own.  You can approximate this using  
 

Trueup =  (Larger of (Cumulative Energy Charge and NBC)  ) 
- MDC 

 
If your Cumula>ve Energy Charge or NBC are too small then you likely lose part of the MDC 
credit which you previously paid. See the details in the examples below for the actual 
computa>on. 
 
The TrueUp Bill 
 
The last report you receive during your True-Up year will contain some extra tables to calculate 
your True-Up.  The calcula>on for the True-Up is much, much less understandable.  First the bill 
that you pay only lists the amount you owe without providing any details.  For details you have 
to dig into the NEM Paired Storage Statement.  This looks like the monthly detailed statement, 
but contains some extra tables (which you have to dig to find). 
 
Start with the first page. 
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Note there is a provision for the sold kWh being nega>ve at the end of the year, but this 
example did not include that case. 
 
But how is the NEM True-Up Adjustment calculated?  For that you have to dig into the fine print. 
There appear to be mul>ple {undocumented} ways this can be calculated.  This only shows one 
path. 
 
Start with the table labeled “NBC and non-NBC Components”.  This is a calcula>on of how NBC 
and the non-NBC charges are going to affect the final charge.   
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To expand what this chart says 

• “A” = the amount of NBC used in the calcula>on 
• “Other” (aka True-Up Amount) are the non-NBC por>ons of your unbundled bill. The 

Cumula>ve Energy Charges(credits) from the summary ($340.33) minus the NBC (“A”) = 
$138.63 is the total for this column.   

• “B” = equals a “corrected” amount.  Basically the “Other” Column excluding the 
Genera>on charges and credits (i.e. your NEM sales) and the Energy Commission Tax. 
 

The next step is “True-Up Evalua>on” which determines how much of your MDC will be applied 
to your final bill.  This contains several formulas 
 

 

• The value “E” is calculated from “A” (NBC) + “B” from the above.  “B” is only added 
though if it is posi>ve 

• To have your MDC fully applied two tests have to pass.   
o “E” has to be larger than your MDC (“C”) and  
o “B” has to be posi>ve. 

 
I assume if one of the tests fail that a por>on of the MDC credit would be lost, but I do not have 
an example of this. 
 
I was unable to find a use for “E” other than the True-up Evalua>on Test. 
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The actual TrueUp payment is calculated in the next table labeled “True-Up Adjustment” 
 

 
In this table the Cumula>ve Energy Charges(credits) of $340.33 from the first page is adjusted to 
the “Used” column ($339.36). The $0.97 is an energy commission tax that is removed from 
“Used” since it is added separately to the final bill.  Since the tests above allow use of the full 
MDC already paid ($134.18), the MDC paid during the year is subtracted from the “Used” 
column giving $205.18.  This figure is then carried to the first page as my “NEM True-Up 
Adjustment” amount.   
 
It would be useful to compare this against an NEM statement where the tests for “True-Up 
Evalua>on” failed.  This would happen if you did not buy enough power (which adds to your 
NBC) to offset MDC.   
 
This is a single example for a customer who ended up owing money at the end of the year.  I 
would like to extend this to customers whose end of year cumula>ve energy charges were less 
than NBC and for those that had a nega>ve cumula>ve energy charge balance.  I suspect for 
those customers some (all) of the MDC credit is lost.  If you have a bill like this and you feel 
comfortable sharing a redacted version, we can expand this paper to cover more cases. 
 
 


